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THE HEN AND THE EGG
Searching for the origins of life

Searching for the molecule of life

What is a human? Every person would like to know what or who he or she is. In her fascinating search for the molecule of life the

biochemist Renée Schroeder has made groundbreaking discoveries. In her search for answers she does not hesitate to question the

possibilities of genetics and in the dispute between belief and science clearly positions herself in favor of a society based on

knowledge. In all this, she is never afraid addressing on taboos. The question of the origin of life leads Schroeder far beyond the

boundaries of her own scientific field and towards fundamental issues of being. Where do we come from, where are we going?

How does evolution work and what role does chance play? Renée Schroeder’s undogmatic approach to the boundaries of our

perception opens the door to a new...
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journalistic training. She is an editor for "Universum" magazine
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born 1953 in João Monlevade, Brazil, studied Biochemistry in
Vienna and New York and wrote her habilitation on Genetics. She
has been head of the Department for Biochemistry at Vienna
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Bioethics Commission of the Austrian Federal government, since
2010 she has been a member of the Austrian Council for Science
and Technology Development. In 2002 she was elected Austrian
Scientist of the Year, in 2003 she received the Wittgenstein Prize
and was one of the first women to become a full member of the
Austrian Academy of Sciences.
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